One of the World's Largest Hospital Bed Producers joins Forces with Adelaide based StaminaLift

ArjoHuntleigh, one of the world's leading medical suppliers has joined forces with Adelaide based power assisted bed mover StaminaLift in a national distribution agreement across Australia.

"The agreement with ArjoHuntleigh is for the promotion, sales and service of StaminaLift products in Australia", said VP Global Business Development, Scott Newton.

"ArjoHuntleigh has global revenues of more than $1.5 billion with 4,400 staff operating in more than 30 countries," said Mr Newton.

Adelaide based StaminaLift International is a specialist designer and manufacturer of power assisted manual handling solutions that prevent workplace injury, significantly decrease hospital operational costs and provide safe and effective options for bed movements.

StaminaLift successfully listed on the Australian Small Scale Offerings Board (ASSOB) in July 2010. Later that year StaminaLift exhibited at the Medica Trade Fair in Germany - the world's largest of its kind for medical equipment with more than 4,400 exhibitors.

StaminaLift's power assisted bed mover created a lot of interest - it was the subject of an independent study by Flinders University that concluded the bed mover would significantly lower the incidence of lower back injury.

"This agreement is the first stage of StaminaLift expanding into the international $918 million global hospital manual handling market," said Mr Newton.

"We are building our business on reliability and excellence - backed by independent research. Our recently signed agreement with ArjoHuntleigh confirms our commitment to the highest standards in the bed mover industry."

For more information, please visit the StaminaLift website: www.staminalift.com or contact Peter March on 1300 635 281.